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On the w ire...
Scientists are dism ayed by recent sea 
otter counts in Central Coast waters.
Opinion
Jessica Yam ada would like to urge 
all you good  folks to recycle, or DIE!
Bl / SPORTS
Wrestler Jason Pratt readies himself for his 
senior season in the PAC-10.
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B YS U S A N N A H  U N W O O P Pfioto by Bob lunnell
TtnK> plan^  
not good 
enough for you?
...Then hop on the 
bandwagon and 
go boarding this 
winter break!
Spec ia l  to the D a i l y
T he equipment once used by hunters and mountain climbers to easily slide down hills and mountainsides covered with deep snow has evolved into one of the fastest growing sports in the world. This sport is snowboarding.An electronic mail poll taken with the 600 members of the Cal Poly Ski Club resulted in a six percent (40 people) response rate. Of those members who responded, 97 percent (39 people) of the respondents have noticed a huge increase in snowboarding over the past
Vi’
Pboto by Ryon Iconbarry
eight years.Snowboarding as it is known today progressed slowly from its most prim­itive form when used by hunters and moun­tain climbers. Children adopted this simple form of snowboarding and used the water-ski shaped planks, called snufers, to sled down the mountains. Snufers became more sophis­ticated as an inventor designed retention devices that locked the rider’s feet in place.After this first snowboard was formed, a trend began, and snowboarding has increased in popularity ever since.Snowboarding in its mod­ern sense began in Michigan in the 1960s and then spread to various parts of the United Sates and Canada, according to a Marubeni Corporation website.Commercial ski resorts gradually began allowing snowboards on the mountain with skiers. In 1985 only seven percent of American ski areas allowed snowboards. Now, 95 percent of ski hills allow the sport, and more than half have half-pipes and other parks especially designed for snow- boarders, according to a
: ^^WWiz Magazine website article.Of the 97 percent of Ski Club  ^ * V resp on -• UMi N*d e n t s
PKo^  by Max B*rvy
who saidthey had noticed a definite increase in snow- boarders on the mountain, 97 percent also (38 people) said they know people who have either converted to snowboarding or who now ski and snowboard.The sport’s popularity is attributed to a combination of skiers switching to snow­boarding and its appeal to different groups because of its similarities to surfing and skateboarding. Snowboarding resembles these sports due to the rider’s parallel stance on the board and similar maneuvers.“Snowboarding is reminiscent of skate­boarding and surfing, in another respect, in that a whole subculture has developed around the sport, creating a whole life-style with its own related dress, music and slang,” the Marul>eni Corporation website stated.A major appeal to snowboarding is the rate of speed in which snowboarders progress once they have developed the basic skills of carving down the slopes.“In skiing, the average person takes about See BOARDING page 6
Cometspawningconspiracytheories
By Sue Major Holmes
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Assotioted P r e s s ___
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. — Alan Hale isn’t surprised by tales of an alien spacecraft trailing the comet he co-discovered last year.Nor is he surprised by stories floating around the Internet about how the government is try­ing to keep it from the American people.“I fully expected incidents like this,” he said Tuesday in a tele­phone interview from his rural home near Cloudcroft in the Sacramento Mountains of south- central New Mexico.And, he said, it will only get worse as comet Hale-Bopp gets closer to Earth.“I personally have been called a traitor to Earth for hiding infor­mation,” he said.Discovered in July 1995 hy amateur astronomers Hale and Thomas Bopp of Stanfield, Ariz., the streaking ball of ice and dust is now 270 million miles from Earth — beyond the orbit of Mars — and is growing brighter. Hale hopes it will be brilliant by March 22, when it will come close.st to Earth.While scientists hope Hale- Bopp will produce knowledge on the nature of comets, right now it’s producing stories on the See COMET page 5
Mountain bikers, joggers intruding on land near Poly
■ Pipeline path  
increasingly used 
as shortcut b y  
bikers a n d  joggers
By Stacey L  Johnston
Doily Staff Writer
Trespassing has become a problem at Stenner Creek Ranch located in the Poly Canyon area.Ranch Manager Pete Cramer said he encounters joggers and mountain bikers cutting across his ranch, which adjoins Cal Poly property, about four or five times a day. Cramer attributes this increase in the frequency of tres­passing to pipeline construction. The pipeline is to pass through Stenner Creek Ranch.The strip of land on which it will be constructed has been
cleared and leveled. Cramer spec­ulated that this may appt'ar as a shortcut for those out exercising.“I don’t know whether they’re tired or not as ambitious as when they left, but they just cut straight across (the ranch),” Cramer said. “It’s such a steep hill that the repetition is as bad as cattle going through there.”The ranch, which is owned by Karl Kir.schner, is located out past the College of Architecture and Environmental Design’s Design Village and is adjacent to a field which the university uses for cat­tle grazing. It can be reached by Stenner Creek Road, but the majority of the trespas.sers enter off of Poly Canyon Road. It takes about 20 to 30 minutes to reach it on foot via Poly Canyon Road.Cramer explained that some trespassers may think they are still on Cal Poly property.
“Once that is cleared up, they can’t for the life of them under­stand why it’s just not okay for them to come across anyway,” he said. “They don’t understand what the big deal is.”Liability is the big deal.Sgt. Mike Sheridan, station supervisor for the Sheriff’s Coastal Station in IjOs Osos, has responded to calls at the ranch.“The main problem with peo­ple trespassing is that those cat­tle get aggressive — particularly the bulls,” Sheridan said. “If the landowner knows that people are using his property and he does not take action to prevent it, then he’s leaving himself open for lia­bility for any injury the trespass­er may sustain.”Cramer has tried to prevent trespassing by posting signs at each of the gates. Because of See TRESPASS page 3
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Daily photo by Michael Toewi
Pete Cramer, a property manager for the Kirschner family, discusses Poly 
Canyon access with Business freshman and jogger Mike Nevarez.
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Wednesday
December TOPOFTHE H G E N D I )
8 days left in fall quarter 
Today's Weather; purple rain, or so @$%*& says 
Tomorrow's Weather: eggs sunny-side up to match the heavens 
Today's high/low: 70/44 Tomorrow's high/low: 71/47
TODAY
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of San Luis Obispo County will hold 
a Volunteer Orientation on Wednesday, Dec. 4 from 6 to 7 p.m. 
at the Juvenile Services Center in San Luis Obispo.
For more information call 781-3226.
UPCOMING
Physics Colloquium will show a screening of Stephen Hawking's 
"A  Brief History of Time" on Thursday, Dec. 5 at 11 a.m, 
in Building 52, room E-45.
Cuesta College Travel Theater will present "The Real World of 
Thailand" with Rick Howard on Thursday, Dec. 5 at 2:30 p.m. at 
the college's auditorium. For more information call 546-3108.
Religious Studies hosts Zen Master Rev. Jisho Perry discussing 
"Compassion and Vigilance in Buddhist Meditation" on Friday, 
Dec. 6 at 3-4:40 p.m. in Building 8, room 123.
The Central Coast Institute for the Healing of Racism will host its 
first free workshop, "Humanity-How many races are there?" will 
be held Friday, Dec. 6 at 6:30-9:30 p.m. in the San Luis Obispo 
City/County Library. For more information call 489-9769.
Agenda Items: c/o Sandra Naughton
Graphic Arts, 226 Cal Poly 
San Luis Obispo, CA  93407 
Advertising: 756-1143 
Editorial: 756-1796 
Fax; 756-6784
Please submit information at least three days prior to the event!
Due to excessive demand, not all items submitted to Agenda will be 
printed. To guarantee publication, an advertisement must be purchased.
Playing December 5,6,7 at the
CAL POLY THEATRE
I= G o d '
Com e see a hilariously funny show that 
redefines the word “blasphem y”
~Fickets are now available at the Performing 
Arts Center Box Office, or call 756-2787
STUDENTS $6.50 
GENERAL $8.00
Christmas Gift Books
and Calendars
SAVE
on sale now
SAVE
Shop Early for Great Gifts
EIGonoJ 10% discount given at check-out
Scientists concerned about otter count
Associated Press
MONTEREY, Calif. — Marine scientists are concerned by a drop in the fall count of sea otters on the Central California coast, but remain split over whether the lower numbers indicate a genuine trend.
AP-STATE
Researchers found 2,019 of the marine mammals last month, nearly 8 percent fewer than a year ago, said Brian Hatfield, who coordinates the count for the U.S. Geological Survey’s biological resources division.Hatfield said the finding, com­pared with last fall’s count of 2,190 otters, isn’t necessarily cause for alarm.“If, however, we get another low count next fall, it would be cause for concern,” he told The Monterey County Herald.Ellen Faurot-Daniels, science director for the Monterey-based
Friends of the Sea Otter, conceded that the otter count does fluctu­ate. But she said the latest num­bers — considered with a lower spring count and higher mortalityrate — do suggest a trend.“Collectively, it’s kind of aheads up,” she said.The sea otters, scattered from Santa Cruz to San Simeon, have become a symbol of the Central Coast. The federal government declared them a threatened species in 1977 because their pop­ulation was deemed to small to survive a large oil spill.Their numbers totaled about 1,350 individuals in 1982, when the spring and fall counts began. Since then, the population has varied, showing losses as great as 9.6 percent and gains as high as 15.7 percent. The number of otters hit a peak — 2,377 — in the spring of 1995.The fall count is considered less reliable than the annual spring count because of poorer
weather and visibility, said Jean Brennan, a research scientist who runs the Monterey Bay Aquarium’s sea otter program.To allow for that, scientists need to consider data over a peri­od of three years, she said.“What we really need to do is look very hard at this coming spring’s census,” Brennan said.The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has proposed dropping the sea otters’ threatened status if the population reaches 2,650 and stays there for three years. Federal scientists say the animals should be considered endangered if their population falls below 1,850.Faurot-Daniels is concerned by this spring’s otter count — 4.2 percent lower than 1995’s — and a higher-than-average number of otter carcasses found this year. For the first nine months of 1996, 145 carcasses were found on the Central Coast, far above the aver- 
See OTTERS page 3Computer problem forces second day’s delay in launch of Mars probe
By Mar(io Dunn
Associated Press
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. — A last-minute computer problem delayed NASA’s launch early Tuesday of a Mars spacecraft car­rying the first-ever interplanetary rover.
AP-NATION
The weather was near-perfect for the early-morning flight of Mars Pathfinder, but a computer on the ground failed with just a little over a minute remaining in
the countdown. A backup comput­er also would not work, leading officials to suspect a software problem.It was the second day in a row that the launch was scrubbed. On Monday, rain, clouds and strong winds kept the rocket grounded.The launch was rescheduled tentatively for early Wednesday, pending quick resolution of the problem.Pathfinder will be the .second U.S. spacecraft to be sent to Mars this year.NASA’s Global Surveyor was
launched in early November and is already on its way to the Red Planet. A Mars spacecraft launched one week later by the Russians plummeted from orbit.Pathfinder should beat the slower Global Surveyor to Mars by two months, landing on July 4, 1997 — regardless of when it’s launched. Several hours after Pathfinder parachutes down, the petals on the spacecraft will unfold; a six-wheeled, 23-pound rover will come out to roam the Martian surface, examining rocks 
See MARS page 3
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TRESPASS: Intrusions create possible liability problems
From page 1pipeline construction, five barbed wire gates have been added in addition to the two permanent metal gates. He also asks trespassers to leave when he sees them.It is questioned, however, whether or not the tres­passers really realize what they are guilty of.“A lot of those folks prob­ably don’t know they are on private property,” Cal Poly Public Safety Sgt. Robert Schumacher said, adding that sometimes they “honest­ly don’t know where they are at. They just know they’re out there having a good time riding their bikes.”Daren Connor, program coordinator for ASI and adviser to the ASI Outings committee, said, “That’s a common sentiment — it’s confusing. Signs would help make choices to stay off land you’re not supposed to be on.”However, Schumacher said, “You can’t put signage all over.”Cramer said the ranch is completely enclosed with a barbed-wire fence. While the fencing has been cut open a few times, the main point of entry has been the metal gate at the top of the ridge
along which the property line runs. This gate is marked with two yellow metal signs which warn against tres­passing.Cramer said the most common excuse people give for being on the property is that they did not see any signs. Sometimes this is after he has seen them climb over the signed gate.He said that when he asks them to leave “a lot of people get kind of argumen­tative,” not understanding why they cannot just go across.According to Sheridan, about a year ago Kirschner was involved in a confronta­tion with trespassers in which they tried to physical­ly assault him.Cramer said, however, that trespassers usually just leave, but that it is a hassle to ride out to speak with them.Sheridan said trespassers can be arrested under two circumstances: if they fail to leave when asked, or if they continue to return and tres­pass.Trespassing is a misde­meanor which is accompa­nied by a fine of up to $1,000, Schumacher said.No arrests have been
made at Stenner Creek Ranch this year, Sheridan said, though he has respond­ed to calls at the ranch. On one instance, the lock on the metal gate had been cut.Cramer said the primary issue is the lack of respect trespassers show for the property and the animals on it. “When people come (onto the ranch) they seem to think it’s their backyard and they can do whatever they want,” Cramer said, men­tioning that mountain bikers ride through his pasture and “spook the cattle.”According to Schumacher, Cal Poly Public Safety recently purchased an off­road motorcycle, which can be used to patrol more areas.“(Cal Poly) has a lot of property that is difficult to get to in cars,” Schumacher said. “With a motorcycle it’s easy.”He said Poly Canyon is not on a regular patrol schedule.“Any patrolling we do is on a random basis,” he said, indicating that if Public Safety is aware of a problem in certain areas, they can concentrate on it.
RAILRoaö
joggers and bikers have 
used the surrounding 
outer road for exercise.
Many have headed 
straight through the mid­
dle as a shortcut.
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OTTERS MARS
From page 2 age of 80, she said.
The Friends of the Sea Otter is 
calling for more research into dis­
ease and pollution that could 
affect the otters and for more 
observation of use of underwater 
fishing traps in the area of Morro 
Bay. Faurot-Daniels said smaller 
otters could be getting caught and 
drowning in the traps.
From page 2and beaming back data.NASA has until the end of December to launch the $196 mil­lion Pathfinder on its .310 million- mile journey. After that, scientists would have to wait two years until Earth and Mars are back in the necessary alignment.“We’re a museum piece if we don’t launch by the 31st,” said Curtis eleven, launch operations manager.
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O u t  T h e  W i n d o w
By Foaad Khosmood
The resolu tion  on carn ivorou s relation sh ip s
Much attention has recently been diverted to the Academic Senate’s passing the resolution on amorous relationships. The policy bans romantic relationships between students and pro­fessors they have for classes. I personally feel that while this policy is important, it doesn’t even begin to describe (or cure) some of the real problems of this campus.Lets talk about a real hideous and disgusting problem. A condition that has undoubtedly been one of the most shameful and disgraceful acts imaginable on campus of a university or any professional environment for that matter. We need to come together as socially conscious students and concerned citizens and let our professors know that the practice of cannibalism has no place on this or any other campus.We hilly understand that undesirable behavior that would interfere with fair standards for all or produce favoritism' has been addressed in other areas of existing policy. But this partic­ular problem has never been addressed directly. There are just too many cases of typical university professors who senselessly use their own students to satisfy their own selfish appetites.Too many times, carnivorous old men teaching classes full of vegetarians, end up systematically butchering their students by cutting off their body parts and eating them everything they get a chance. It’s gotten to a point where students are more and more afraid of using office hours by themselves. And why shouldn’t they be? All they have to do is look around and they’re sure to find a handful of people they know who have “mysteriously” lost a finger or had an “accident” that left them disabled. How much more in taxes do we have to pay to support medical benefits or disabled services within campuse.s? People are sick and tired of seeing blood everywhere they go. Serious health issues are raised because of unsafe practices done by professors who are too hungry to care. Why can’t we have a society where students are treated with respect? How much more violation of “personal” space do we have to see before we react? How many healthy bodies do we have to lose before we see the light (reflected off the carving knife)? How long do our students have to go on feeling “uncomfortable” with their pro­fessors who obviously have a problem?I propose the academic senate pass a resolution on carnivo­rous relationships immediately. This policy would include sanc­tions for disciplinary actions against faculty or instructional staff caught initiating, pursuing, or being involved in “carnivo­rous” or “cannibalistic” relationships with any student they are currently teaching. This policy should be implemented and fully enforced as .soon as possible for we must send out the message that such behavior must stop. Stop the dishonesty. Stop the favoritism. Stop the butchering. For the love of humanity, stop. Just stop....
Foaad Khosmood is a computer engineering senior and likes his human flesh sprinkled with just a touch of lemon.
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Recycle or die
By Jessica Yamada
You don’t have to be a radical environmen­talist to recognize the increa.sing exis­tence and prevalence of environmental problems locally and around the world. You don’t have to be a radical environmentalist to live an environmentally friendly life-style either.Today, terms such as recycling, hazardous waste and air pollution are practically house­hold words. However, I still see people on cam­pus putting cans and paper in the trash cans instead of the recycling bins that are not more than two feet away.1 wonder if these people are just incredibly lazy or they just don’t know that they are reaf­firming the fact that the United States is one of the most over-consuming and environmentally- destroying countries in the world.Although we make up only 4.7 percent of the world’s population, Americans u.se about one- third of the world’s processed minerals resources, about one-fourth of the world’s non­renewable energy and produce at least one- third of the entire world’s pollution and trash.Although modern technology and a capitalis­tic economy have a role in the creation of many environmental problems we are encountering today, it is people who do the damage directly. Many of these problems are overwhelming and
complex, however our inaction will only make matters worse and enable them to persist and grow.But what isn’t bad for the environment these days? We all know that driving a car to school pollutes the air, but our packed-like-sar­dines parking lots on campus attest our devo­tion to our automobiles.Studies show that environmental issues and concerns are not a fad, but will continue to be increasingly relevant to the lives of the general public. Students and educators are key in the initiation and acceptance of environmental practices by the general public.Students are on the cutting edge and there­fore should set an example for the rest of soci­ety.Try car pooling to school or ride the bus for free by showing your Cal Poly ID card. Also, try to put recyclables in their proper containers and buy and u.se recycled products, they work just as good.At the very least, students should try to make a little extra effort to u.se what environ­ment friendly services or facilities that are available to all Cal Poly students.
Jessica Yamada is a Journalism senior and a Daily staff writer.
L e t t e r s  T o  T h e  E d i t o r
T h e  D aily cream  p u ff
Editor,
I was flipping through the Dec. 2 Mustang Daily and found, on page three, an advertisement that is a bit confusing. It read: “Mustang Daily Celebrating 80 Years of informing the students and pissing off‘the man.*”Excuse me? Who is this “man” that the Daily has been pissing off for 80 years? My understanding of the proverbial “man” has always been that of an oppres­sive societal or economic force. Corporate America invading Downtown San Luis Obispo is, I think, a decent local example.With that said, my consternation lies with the notion that the Daily has regularly challenged anyone of any consequence, bucked any accepted standard, or otherwise taken anything resembling a solid stand on a major issue. Kids, I am sorry, but I just do not see it.The only ‘man’ I can imagine the Daily consistently pissing off is anyone with an elementary grasp of grammar. Beyond that, Barney the Dinosaur stands to
be more confrontational than the Daily and its staff. Please, 1 beg of you, inform me about “the man” that the Daily has been pissing off for 80 years.
Matt Novak English profes.sor
Sm arts, save your 
m oney
Editor,
This letter is in response to the article about the Smart family filing a wrongful death lawsuit against Paul Flores.Everyone at Cal Poly knows that Kristin Smart disappeared earlier this year. The case was even on Unsolved Mysteries. But just because the case hasn’t been solved doesn’t mean the Smart family should be filing a $40-million lawsuit against Paul Flores.
Although 1 don’t know what it is like to lose a child or someone very close to me, I can understand that the Smart family is very confused and upset. They have lost a daughter and don’t know what happened to her, but filing a wrongful death suit against Flores will only make the loss worse.If nothing is proven from this trial they will be worse off than they started because they will have to deal with a different kind of loss: one from the judi­cial system.Flores has been questioned by police and has not been named a suspect. I am not working on this case, but if Flores has been questioned by police and not even named a suspect after all this time, there must be a good reason.I seriously doubt that any good will come from this lawsuit. The Smart’s should act smart and spend their wealth and time in a different way to help solve the unfortunate disappearance of their daughter. If I have offended the Smart family, I apologize for my igno­rance but I feel something more constructive can be done to help solve this mystery.
Vincent Cusimano Engineering Science
Musiang Daily
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COMET: Look in sky about an hour after sunset
From page 1 Internet.“There’s been nutty stuff since the day it was found, since we realized it was a large comet com­ing in fairly close,” Hale said.He has heard it’s an alien mother ship or an angel from God. He has been told the comet is a sign of the Prophesies or a nonex­istent object meant to defraud the public.“For centuries, people have associated comets with bad events happening on the Earth. ... People 500 years ago didn’t understand the mechanics of the solar system. These bright objects appeared from nowhere, hung around for a few weeks or so, then disap­peared.“There’s no excuse for that these days. We know what comets are, we know a lot about our solar system. ... But there’s still a com­plete lack of science literacy in our society,” Hale said.So he’s collecting stories off the Internet about Hale-Bopp.One claim of proof of an alien presence: The comet changed course. Comets don’t do that, and Hale believes the story arose because people misinterpreted how science works.In the case of any newly dis­covered comet, astronomers try to get a fix on its orbit as quickly as possible so they can study it. For Hale-Bopp, they figured its orbit with very limited information since the comet was so far away.
Hale said.The initial findings were pub­lished as “an extremely uncertain orbit,” then scientists recalculated as more data became available, he said.The latest claim arose about three weeks ago, when a man in Houston noticed what Hale calls a “large anomalous object” with Saturn-like rings near the comet.Hale said the man was “pre­disposed to believe in government conspiracies, that scientists are all a bunch of liars” and concluded the object was an alien spacecraft.Hale said it was a star the comet happened to be near at that time. The apparent rings, he said, were cau.sed by diffraction, a phe­nomenon involving the breaking up of light rays.To those who suspect a con­spiracy surrounding the comet. Hale has a bit of advice: Go look. It’s hard to hide a comet.He recommends going out about an hour after sunset away from city lights and looking in the west-southwest sky about 10 degrees above the horizon. Hale- Bopp can easily be seen with a cheap telescope or even a pair of binoculars. It’s even visible to the naked eye.“There’s an object that’s very clearly not a star surrounded by large milky cloud,” Hale said. “To the naked eye, it looks like a fuzzy star. It will get a lot brighter, we hope, over the next four months.”
□  Do you restrict the foods 
you eat?
Q  Does thinking about
eating make you anxious?
□  Do you exercise 
compulsively to burn 
calories?
Q  Do you binge on 
"forbidden" foods?
□  Do you believe if you 
were thinner you'd 
be happier?
If you answered Y E S  to any of these questions,
the Peer Health Nutrition Education Team
can provide resources & support.
Visit our offices located down stairs in Health Services.
or call 756-5252
• We offer Free Services:
-  N u tritio n  Consultations
-  D iet Analysis
-  W orkshops Health Services
Division of Student Affairs
Now save (large amounts of) money ($$$) 
with new Apple Macintosh pricing and Motorola Compatibles.
New Macintosh Compatibles & Prices are here!
I Apirfe Madntosh Systems Ú. M otorola Systems THEIRS OURS
66133 MHz 68LC040 Processor!SOOMBHD
PowerPC^ 603ell20 M HzIUM B !l.2GBI4x<DII4’'Monitor
PowerPC^ 603ell80 MHzn6MB!l.6G818x-CDI 28.8 modem
PowerPC^ 603el200 MHz/16MB/2.4GB !8x-CD
PowerPC^ 601/120 MHzJI6MB /l.2GB /8x-CD/L2 cache
PowerPC^ 60ÌH20 MHz/l6MBI1.2G&/DOSI 8x-CDIL2 cache
PowerPC^ 604/132 MHzti6MB!/.2GB/8x-CD/l2 cache
PowerPC^ 604/120 MHz/16MB/1 GB /4x-CD/L2 cache
PowerPC^ 604/132 MHz/16MB/1.2GB/8x-CD/L2 cache
PowerPC^ 604/150 MHz//6MB/1.2GBI8x-CD/L2 cache
PowerPC^ 6041180 MHz/32MBI2GBI8x-CD/L2 cache
PowerPC^ 604/180 MHz/32MB/2GBI8x-CDIL2 cache. Muhii>rocessor
$1199 $999
$2149 $1499
$1799 $1689
N E W $1899
$2099 $1479
$2539 $2129
$2769 $2099
$2869 $2029
$2799 $2229
$3299 $2799
$4099 $3469
$5289 $4879
$4549 $3899
All Motorolas feature:
StarMax 3000 StarMax 4000
•PowerPC 603c Processor ‘PowerPC 604c Processor• Mac Operatiiig System • Mac Operatiiig System•HveYearWmanty • five Year MRwnnty• lodLkcyboard arid mouse •IndLkcytx)ard and mouse•256KLevd-2 Cache •512KLcv6-2 Cache•Modtofs sold separately •Monitors sold separately
StarMax3000/160: Mac O/S Desktop System.... $ 1599 $ 1589
160 MHz/16 MB/1.2 GB/8xCD/256 KB Cache
StarMax3000/160: Mac O/S Mini-Tower System $1899 $ 1889
160 MHz/32 MB/25 GB/8xCD/256 K& Cache
StarMax3000/200: Mac O/S Desktop System.... $ i 999 $ 1949
200 MHzZ/6 MB/Ì.2 GB/8xCD/256 KB Cache
StarMax 3000/200: Mac O/S Mini-Tower System $2399 $2089
200 MHz/32 MB/2.5 GB/8xCD/256 KB Cache
StarMax 4000/160: Mac O/S Desktop System... $2599 $2219
160 MHz/16 MB/1.2 GB/8xCD/SI2 KB Cache
StarMax 4000/160: Mac O/S Mini-Tower System $2999 $2359
160 MHz/32 MB/2.5 GB/8xCD/5l2 KB Cache
StarMax 4000/200: Mac O/S Desktop System... $3199 $2529
200 MHz//6 MB/1.2 GB/8xCD/5l2 KB Cache
StarMax 4000/200: Mac O/S Mini-Tower System $3599 $2739
200 MHz/32 MB/2.0 GB/8xCD/512 KB Cache
PowerPC^ 604/200 MHz/32MB/2GB/8x-CD/L2 cache/ video card 
*Umited to supply on hartd __________
caaparisia a
prices 11/16
Questions? call us at 805 756 5311 or visit us on the internet at www.fdn.calpoly.edu/ecb . E lC b rra i B œ k sto re
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BOARDING: Some skiers feel that boarders are punks witli bad attittides
SIN & MON TIES TUES
Football & Tuesday TAQLITO
TACOS!! Wednesday
«2.25 Pints 
75C  Hot D ogs
2 for a buck 3 for a buck
WINTER BREW KICKOFF
<Ji‘aturint^  8 New Winter Brews On Tap
P,NT C U S S O «
SPECIAL PRICES
25 BEERS ON TAP
Start your Around the World Card today
510 Higuera **ln front of the Creamery** 
547-7157
From page 1eight years to make the transition to expert. Most snowboarders can do it in about three years,” said Amy Kurt in her article on the Ski vs. Snowboard website.As snowboarding has pro­gressed, so has its appeal to a larger variety of people. When snowboarders first hit the slopes they were mainly rebellious youth looking for an outlet. During this time, many skiers were unhappy with snowboarders’ attitudes on the slopes and sought to have them banned from some ski areas, the article stated.But the sport continued to grow, and the Professional Ski Instructors Association formed an instructor-certification program. These instructors taught and set an example for new snowboard­ers, Kurt wrote in her article.And now many more adults are participating in the sport.“The sport has been growing at an immense rate, and while for the first few years it was mainly young men who participated, it has really started to spread out age-wise and with women,” said IVoy Stevenson, owner of Kind Groovy Boards in Boulder, Colo., in a Wall Street Journal report on the World Wide Web. “In the last year, 40 percent of all new board­ers have been over the age of 40.”Of the 40 ski club members who responded to the poll, 67 per­cent (27 people) said they ski, 25 percent (10 people) said they snowboard, and the remaining seven percent (3 people) said they alternate between skiing and snowboarding.There was a mixed response in the way people viewed the rela­
tionship between skiers and snowboarders. A combination of responses made it hard to quanti­fy the number of people who shared a single viewpoint. Some people said skiers and snowboard­ers related well because they share a passion for the snow and the thrill of carving down the slopes.Other skiers said they felt that snowboarders are punks with bad attitudes, and some snowboarders said that they felt that skiers have an attitude that the slopes are meant only for skiing.One Snowboarder polled said, “Skiers and snowboarders don’t relate. Skiers think they’re better than snowboarders.”Another snowboarder polled said she thinks skiers and snow­boarders can relate because they share the love of a similar sport. She also said that she knows older people who can’t stand snowboarding and only want ft) ski, concluding that the younger generation is more open to the sport.“Skiers and snowboarders can­not relate unless the skier has tried snowboarding,” another snowboarder said. “There is a fun­damentally different approach to the mountain and the slopes.”Skiers’ responses to the same question also varied.One skier said he thought that skiers and snowboarders feed off of each other, but that “there are cool and stupid skiers and snow­boarders.”Another skier polled said she thought the relationship between skiers and snowboarders is fine now that snowboarding is more widely accepted.With the development of snow­
boarding as a competitive sport in the 1998 winter Olympics in Nagano, Japan, the sport is sure to attract new enthusiasts. “Snowboarding’s popularity looks assured of continued growth for years to come. In addition, people in their 30s and over are making up an increasing percentage of snowboarders in the United States and Europe, and Japan is seldom far behind in picking up on worldwide trends,” according to the Marubeni website“The snowboarding population in the United States is predicted to grow to more than five million by the year 2000 and will spend close to $700 million on boards and equipment this season alone,” according to financial analyst Mark Leslie in a Wall Street Journal website report.“Not surprisingly, the surging popularity is attracting an increasing number of cf)mpanies. But while there are about 200 companies marketing and distrib­uting snowboards and equipment, the top five control about 50 per­cent of the market,” the report stated.According to the International Snowboard Federation, during the 1993-1994 season, about 145,000 boards were sold in the United States, 160,000 boards were sold in Europe and 110,000 in Japan.“Snowboarding is one of the hottest areas of the leisure mar­ket, and investors are definitely looking for a way to play it,” said Linda Killian, a portfolio manager and research analyst with Renaissance Capital of Greenwich, Connecticut, accord­ing to the website report.
See SNOWBOARDERS page 7. ♦ *
Big Savings on N EW  Pentium PCs!
Campus I Systems
Campus I 133
Pentium 133 / 16MB RAM / 1.6GB EIDE HD / FICTriton MB 
with 5 12k PLB SRAM Cache /Trio 64+2M8 PCI Video 133.6 
modem 18x CD-ROM / / 6 bit SoundBlaster Compatible 
Soundcard I 104 keyboard / AVtsumi Mouse I Speakers I 
Microphone / Win 95.$1569
Dell Computer Systems
Optiplex5l33/GMN
133 MHz Pentium(S> Processor, Integrated 3ComTP,
32MB EDO RAM expandable to 128MB, IGB 10ms 
EIDE HD, PCI Enhanced IDE interface, I MB PO 
local-bus Grophia Accelerator, Desktop case, Win?5 
SpaceSaver 104 keyboard, mouse, 15 "DeH LS Color Monitor$1729
Optiplex 5166/GXM
166 MHz Pentium® Processor, Integrated 3ComTP, SB 
16 Sound Card, 32MB EDO RAM expandable to 
128MB,, 2GB 11 ms EIDE HD, PO Enhanced IDE 
interface, 2MB PO heat-bus Graphics Accelerator 
Desktop case / 2S6K PB Cache, Windows 95 Space­
Saver Keyboard, Mouse, DeO 15TX Monitor$2259
Campus I 166
Pentium 166 / 16MB RAM / 2.0 GB EIDE HD / FICTriton MB 
wrih 5 12k PLB SRAM Cache /Trio 64*2MB PO Video / 33.6 
modem / 8x CD-T{OM / 16 bit SoundBlaster Compatible 
Soundcard/104 keyboard / Mitsumi Mouse / Speakers / 
Microphone / Win 95.$1829
Optiplex 5133/GXM
133 MHz Pentium ®  Processor, Integrated 3ComTP, 
SB 16 Sound Card, 32MB EDO RAM expandable to 
128MB, 2GB 11 ms EIDE HD, PO Enhanced IDE 
interface 2MB PO local-bus Graphics Accelerator, 
Desktop case/ 2S6K PB Coche,Win95, SpaceSaver 
104 keyboard, mouse, 15”Dell TX Cdor Monitor$1939
Optiplex 5166/GXMT
l66MHz Pentium® Processor, Integrated 3Com TP, SB I 
6 Sound Card, 32MB EDO RAM expandable to 128MB, 
DeK 17L5 Monitor (15.7 vis, .28 dpi), 2GB I Ims EIDE 
HD. PO Enhanced IDE interface/ / M S Mouse, 2M6 PO 
local-bus Graphics Accelerator.Mnitower case / 256KPB 
Cache,Windows 95 SpaceSaver Keyboard, Mouse, 8x 
CD-ROM, ACS5 Speakers, MS Office, no diskettes$2849
Campus I 200
Pentium 200 / 32MB RAM / 2.7 GB EIDE HD / FICTriton MB 
with 512k PLB SRAM Cache / Trio 64+4MB Matrox Millenium 
64 bit video adapter / 33.6 modem/8x CD-ROM / 16 bit 
SoundBlaster Compatible Soundcard / 104 keyboard / Mitsumi 
Mouse / Speakers / Microphone / Win 95.$2269
EIGorral Bookstore
Optiplex 5133/GXMT
133 MHz Pentium® Processor, Integrated 3ComTP, SB 
16 Sound Card, 32MB EDO RAM expandable to 128 
MB, 2GB I Ims EIDE HD, PCI Enhanced IDE interface/ 
MS Mouse, 2MB PCI local-bus Graphics Accelerator, 
Minitower case / 256K PB Cache,Windows 95 Space­
Saver Keyboard, Mouse8x CD-R0M,ACS5 Speakers, 
MS Office, no diskettes 15'* Dell LS Color Monitor$2299
Optiplex G X  Pro 180
180 MHz P6 Processor, Integrated 3ComTP, SB 16 
Sound Card, 32MB EDO ECC RAM expandable to 
512MB, Dell 17LS Monitor, 2GB I Ims EIDE HD, PO 
Enhanced IDE interface/, 2MB PCI local-bus Graphics 
Accelerator, Optiframe case / 256KPB Cache.Windaws 
NT Workstation 4.0,8x CD-ROM, ACS31 Speakers$3267
Call for more Info at (805)756-5311 or visit us on the internet at www.fdn.calpoly.edu/ecb
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SNOWBOARDERS Eastíii: high participation in class size reduction program
From page 6With top snowboarding compa­
nies expanding and investor dol­
lars pouring into the market, the 
stability of snowboarding’s future 
on the mountain seems secure. 
Snowboards will continue becom­
ing more refined, as they have 
during recent years, with the 
influx of companies and competi­
tion. New technolog)' will offer 
more options and superior perfor­
mance.
The kids of yesterday who 
helped kick off the snowboarding 
trend are getting older. These 
early Snowboarders who are most 
commonly in their 20s or early 
30s now, are watching as a new, 
younger generation pick up the 
sport, and an older, adventure­
some crowd tries its skills at surf­
ing the snow.
By Doug Willis
Associated Press
SACRAMENTO — Ninety- two percent of California’s first- grade pupils and nearly 74 per­cent of its second-graders are now in classes averaging fewer than 20 students per teacher, state schools chief Delaine Eastin says.
AP-STATE
That compares with fewer than 2 percent of the state’s 950,000 first- and second-graders in classes of 20 or less pupils just a year ago, Eastin told a Capitol news conference on Monday.Eastin described the class- size-reduction program enacted by Gov. Pete Wilson and the Legislature in July as “a wonder­ful reality today” despite the short time to implement it and a short­age of school facilities.That legislation, part of the biggest one-time infusion of state money into local public schools in California history, reduced the average class size in one year
from nearly 30 to 18.8 pupils per teacher in participating schools.Eighty percent of the class-size reductions were in the first and second grades, the primary tar­gets of the school reform measure, and 20 percent were in kinder­garten and third grades, which were the second-tier target.A feared shortage of qualified teachers never materialized, Eastin said, in part because many qualified teachers were attracted back into the classroom by the opportunity to be more effective in smaller classes.“We are attracting older teach­ers and younger teachers back into the classroom,” Eastin said, adding that other teachers who planned to retire were persuaded to continue by the opportunity to teach under better conditions.“I have never in my life seen a program that created more excite­ment and enthusiasm than this program,” Eastin said. “They are going to show improved test scores ... in the first year.”But, she said, a shortage of
available classroom space has limited the program’s growth.In the 1996-97 budget, the state offered local schools $771 million in extra operating funds to hire more teachers to reduce class sizes, and another $200 mil­lion for additional classrooms.Eastin said local schools applied for and have received $629.2 million, which is nearly 82 percent of the available operating funds. There were $351 million in applications for the $200 million in the facilities fund.Eastin said she will seek legis­lation in January to shift some of the unclaimed operating funds to the facilities fund in order to con­tinue expanding the class-size- reduction program.Schools have partitioned larg­er classrooms and converted libraries, teacher lounges, store­rooms, cafeterias, laboratories and other areas into classrooms on short notice. But at least $1 billion is needed statewide to cre­ate the extra classrooms that would complete the program, she
said.Ea.stin said she didn’t have a firm commitment from Wilson for additional funds, but said the Republican governor “has been very agreeable.”Wilson issued a written state­ment which praised the program’s results and the way both Eastin and local school officials have implemented it, but made no additional commitments.Wilson is currently working on his 1997-98 state budget mes.sage, which will include his proposals for future school support. Traditionally, governors guard all details of their budget proposals as secret until the entire package is unveiled each Jan. 10.The school bill which Wilson signed last July 15 made partici­pation in the program voluntary, with the state paying 80 percent of the cost of reducing class sizes, or about $650 of the estimated operating cost of $800 per pupil per year.
Classified Advertisin
Cira[)hic Arts Building, i^^oom 22(3 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 75(3-1 143
A n n o i 'N G i iM iL N T S
Nominate your most outstanding 
professor for the 
Distinguished Teaching Award 
Ballot boxes at UU, Library, & 
Rec Center
( ìltK M K  N i-:\vs
Great Theta Spirit at TKE 
football!!! K A B  Rocks!!!
E v e n t s
ABM Club Presents:
SANTA S  ROUND-UP!
Sat. Dec. 7th at 8:30 pm 
SLO  Elks Lodge
HOLIDAY GIFT DRIVE 
Buy a gift for a needy child 
during the holidays.
For info call x5834 or stop by 
the Community Service Center 
UU217D to select a child. 
Sponsored by
STUDENT COMMUNITY SE R V IC E S
W a n t e d
Do you have extra grad tickets 
for the afternoon ceremony? $$ 
Please call 545-8982
Grad Tickets Needed--Will Pay 
2pm cer. Call Bonnie 544-8092
MISTER BOFFO
S i : i < \ 'i c E S
EVAN O 'CO N N ELL
NAIL TECH
Full Service for Awesome Nails 
Feathers
543-4064
578 Marsh St. SLO  
(By Foster’s Freeze)
SCO RE MORE!! 
GMAT 72 PTS 
GRE 214 PTS 
LSAT 7.5 PTS
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176
Typing Services As Low As $2 per page. Call 549-6778!
W 'O lU )  I^ D O C E S S IN C
Joannie’s Socretanal Service 
528-TYPE
O lM ’O R  rU N I I lE S
inCAUTIONM!
Make No Investments or Provide 
No Banking or Credit Information 
Without Investigating Advertisments 
in the Opportunities Section
O iM M  )ITI I Ni l IE S
SIOOO’S  P O SS IB LE  TYPING
Pari Time. At Home. Toll Free. 
1-800-898-9778 Ext. T-2386 for 
listings.
A L A SK A  EM PLOYM ENT - Students 
Needed! Fishing Industry. Earn up to 
$3,000-S6,000+ per month. Room 
and Board! Transportation! Male 
or Female. No experience 
necessary. Call (206) 971-3510 
Ext. A60051
C RU ISE  SH IPS  HIRING - Earn up 
to $2,000-i-/month. World Travel 
Seasonal & Full-time positions 
No exp necessary. For info, call 
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60057
FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE!
Millions of dollars in public 
& private sector scholarships 
& grants are now available. 
ALL STUDENTS ARE ELIGIBLE! 
Student Financial Services 
progran will help you get your 
fair share. Call 1-800-263-6495 
Ext. F60051
( )IMT IIT lT 'N I L IE S
Great Student Job 
Flexible Hours 
Cash Bonus Daily 
Call 772-3098
G O V’T FO RC LO SED  homes for 
pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, 
Repo’s, R EO ’s. Your Area Toll 
Free. 1-800-218-9000 Ext.H-2386 
for current listings.
INTERNATIONAL EM PLOYM ENT -
Earn up to $25-$45/hour teaching 
basic conversational English in 
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No 
teaching backround or Asian 
languages required. For info, call 
(206) 971-3570 ext. J60051
NATIONAL PARK JO B S  - National 
Parks are now hiring seasonal 
full-time. Forestry workers.
Park rangers, firefighters, 
lifeguards, & more. Excellent 
benefits & bonuses. Call 
1-206-971-3622 Ext R60051
SE IZED  C A R S  from S I 75. Porsches, 
Cadillacs, Chevys, BMW's, 
Corvettes Also Jeeps, 4W D’s. 
Your Area Toll Free 1-800- 
898-9778 Ext. A-2386 for curr list.
l i .M E L O 'iM E N  I
Exceptional Summer Opportunity
Camp Wayne NEPA Sports Oriented 
Counselors/Specialists for all 
LandA/Vater Sports inc. Tennis, 
Biking, Rocketry, Roller Hockey, 
Sailing, Waterskiing, A&C, Drama, 
Video. Campus Interviews, Thurs 
Feb. 13. Please Call 800-737-9296
[Re n t a l  H o l j s in c
Woodside Apts: We have a limited 
number of private bedrooms 
available in 3 & 4 bedroom 
apts on a short term individual 
lease basis starting 1/1. $395/mo 
& 395 dep each. 544-7007
H o m e s  F o r  S . a l e
Best Priced Homes/Condos for Sale 
Avail on Cam pus-15 Yrs Experience 
Marguerite C21 SLO  R/E 541-3432
FREE LIST OF ALL HOUSES & CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO 
Steve Nelson - Farrell Smyth R/E 
*••543-8370***
by Joe Martin
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Jimmy takes grand prize in the ‘Win Your Very 
Own 350-pound Offensive Tackle” contest.
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A T A V E R N  O F  S P O R T S  N E W S
r Quote of the Day J
“If w e keep the 
intensitN’ our it'um 
hus, f know w ere  
^oin^ U) win the 
PAC IO." ,.
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Q  T O P  A Y  ’_S G  A  M E S
H  • There are no games today.
E T O M O R R O W ’S  G A M E S
D
U
L
• Swimming @ Speedo Sprint 
Double Dual (UOP, UCSB) in 
Long Beach, 9 a m.
p  DeSoto honored by Big
Q  West Conference
L  Cal Poly middle blocker Kari
Y DeSoto was the only Mustang 
honored when the Big West 
B Conference announced it's all- 
R conference team Tuesday.
I DeSoto received two honors.
E being named to the second team 
F for the entire conference, and 
S was nominated to the all-fresh­
man team as well.
Lett suspended one year
IRVING, Texas (AP) —  Dallas 
Cowboys defensive tackle Leon 
Lett was immediately suspended 
a minimum of one year by the 
NFL on Tuesday for violating the 
league’s drug policy for a second 
time.
Lett was suspended for four 
games in 1995. At the time, he 
was informed that any further 
violation would result in a mini­
mum one-year suspension with­
out pay.
"On behalf of the Dallas 
Cowboys, this is a time of con­
cern for Leon Lett the person.” 
owner Jerry Jones said in a one- 
paragraph statement. “Our 
j  thoughts are with him and his 
I family. And we will continue to 
Q  offer our help and support any 
|y| way we can. "
^  No other Cowboy official, 
including coach Barry Switzer, 
would comment.
g  Lett is the second high-profile 
p  Cowboy to receive a drug-related 
I suspension this season. All-Pro 
wide receiver Michael Irvin was 
p suspended for the first five 
£  games of the season after plead­
ing no contest to drug charges 
stemming from an arrest.
Six Dallas players have been 
suspended since 1994 for viola­
tions of the league's drug policy.
Lett, the Cowboys best defen­
sive lineman and a former Pro 
Bowl player, will be replaced in 
the lineup by Tony Casillas. The 
defending Super Bowl champi­
ons (8-5) are tied for first place 
in the NFC East.
Lett, 28, was recently informed 
that he had violated the policy, 
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello said. 
Lett appealed the penalty to NFL 
commissioner Paul Tagliabue, 
who denied the appeal.
C A L  P O L Y  
S P O R T S  H O T L I N E
7 5 6 - S C O R
Pratt aims high for new season
By Donna Haines
Doily Staff Writer
It’s not a prerequisite for a law enforcement career, but a wrestling background could be valuable.As a candidate for the state traffic officer academy (California Highway Patrol), .Jason Pratt will bring a winning reputation with him from the Cal Poly wrestling team.Before he hits the road as an officer, Pratt will represent Cal Poly’s wrestling team for another season.Cal Poly wrestling coach Len Cowell praised Pratt’s talent on the mat.“He’s our highest placer com­ing back (this season),” Cowell said. “We look for him to be a leader and expect big things from him.”Cowell also expects his senior wrestling star to qualify for the PAG 10 Bnals at Arizona State in March.Pratt is one of a set of twins raised in the Newbury Park/Thousand Oaks area of Southern California. After two years at Moorpark Community College, he transferred to Cal Poly, where he continued his social science major with a crimi­nal justice concentration.As team captain of Moorpark’s wrestling team, Pratt finished third in the state his first year and followed that with a second place finish his second year.After moving to San Luis Obispo, he red-shirted in order to be eligible for two full years of league competition.This past year, P ratt’s matchups earned him a third place in the PAC 10, qualifying him for the NCAA tournament held last March.Pratt said his most memorable wrestling memory occurred when he walked into the sports stadium in Minnesota last year and quali­fied to compete in the NCAA nationals.“1 thought alK)ut it, read about it, saw it on television, and said it would be cool to be in that posi-
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Doily pKolo by AAouraon McDow«8
The Mustang's Jason Pratt prepares for his senior season in the 158-pound weight class. Cal Poly competes in the 
Las Vegas tournament Dec. 6-7 and starts the PAC 10 season against Oregon State on Jan 4.
tion,” Pratt said. “Then I was in that position.”Although he did not capture a national award in Minnesota, he hopes to compete at nationals again.“Losing my last match at NCAA was my worst moment in wrestling,” Pratt said. While try­ing to pull his opponent’s back to the mat, he put his own back on the mat.“Technically, my opponent should have had some kind of control and he didn’t,” Pratt said. “The ref called it against me.”Cal Poly’s first matches of the .sea.son will take place IJcc. 6 and 7 in Las Vegas. Although Pratt will be participating, he is still recovering from a shoulder injury sustained in practice a few weeks ago.
Getting ready for his first tournament requires attention to diet and intense exercise in order to qualify for his 158-pound weight classification. After a sum­mer of no training, Pratt gained more than 20 pounds that he must lose, but said casually that he can do it.“It’s something all wrestlers go through for about five days right l)efore they weigh in,” Pratt said. “We work out intensively.”For the last two days he must restrict food and liquids and the result is about a 10-pound loss.On the day of a match, Pratt said he has lost 10 pounds in two and a half hours.“You can sweat it out.” Pratt said, “most of the weight is water weight.”Pratt added that most of the
weight he loses, usually comes back quickly. After the matches begin, he can begin eating again, but says he is careful what he eats.As for the rest of the season, Pratt feels that Cal Poly has an excellent team this year but needs to stay focused to win the PAC 10.“If we keep the intensity our team has, I know we’re going to win the PAC 10,” he said emphat­ically.When Pratt is not studying, he works on the horse ranch where he rents a room.liooking to the future, Pratt admitted he has had thoughts of maybe someday trying out for the Olympic team, but then retorted, “I’m thinking more about my career right now.”
Players may ratify labor deal today
Ronald Blum
Asso(ioted Press
NEW YORK — Baseball play­ers spent about 2 1/2 hours dis­cussing the new lalxrr agreement Tuesday in preparation for their vote to ratify the deal.“I’ll be very surprised if it’s not ratified,” union head Donald F'chr said after the players’ executive board met at Dorado, Puerto Rico. “There won’t be a vote until tomorrow morning at the earli­est.”Management negotiatorRandy Levine intended to travel to the union meeting on Wednesday to work out details of deal. Ix'vine and Fehr agreed to the outline of the agreement Oct. 24, and owners ratified the con­tract last week.Lawyers for both sides already have begun drafting the deal, which would replace the collective bargaining agreement that
expired on Dec. 31, 1993.Fourteen players, including Alex Fernandez, Moisés Alou, Jimmy Key and Mel Rojas, will gain frc*e agent rights after the deal is ratified, and the sides have to work out spt'cial details that will apply to this group.For other free agents, teams must decide by Saturday whether to offer salary arbitration to tbeir former players or lose negotiating rights until May 1.It is likely teams will be given additional time to make decisions regarding players in the new group. Those players can’t start discussing contracts with new teams until after they formally file.Meanwhile, two free agents signed 'Puesday. Outfielder Jim Eisenreich, who spent the past four seasons with Philadelphia, agreed to a $3 million, two-year contract with the Florida Marlins. Catcher Joe Girardi decided to
stay with the New York Yankt*es, agreeing to a $5.5 million, two- year contract.Eisenreich, 37, hit a career- high .351 in 33H at-bats last sea­son with with thret‘ homers and 41 RBIs.Girardi, 32, hit .294 in his first sea.son with the Yankees with two homers and 45 RBIs and 13 steals, the mo,st by a catcher in the major leagues last season.In another ramification of the deal, the Fox network met with baseball officials late Monday night and decided its first inter­league telecast w'ill be Baltimore’s game against Atlanta on June 14. Owners could not go ahead with interleague play until the labor deal was approved.During the meeting. Fox offi­cials asked to be included in the schedule process for future years before league officials finalize it.
Juwan Howard 
enters rehab
Associated Press
Washington Bullets forward Juwan Howard agreed to enter an alcohol rehabilitation and educa­tion program Tuesday after plead­ing not guilty to driving while intoxicated.District of Columbia Superior Court commissioner Ronald Goodbread then continued the case until Feb. 24. If How'ard com­pletes the count-monitored course by that date, the charges will be dropped.Howard was arrested Nov. 11 after his 1995 Mercedes-Benz was speeding in Northwest Washington. Police .said he had just left a private party at a night­club.Howard apologized for the inci­dent later in the day, calling it “truly a big embarrassment for me and for my family and al.so for tbe Bullets organization.”
